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DAY #1

9:00 – 9:15 Introductions

9:15 – 9:25 Expectations for the workshop

9:25 – 9:45 Pre-Test

9:45 – 11:00 What is a Grant, Timeline & Great Ideas

11:00 – 11:20 Working tea break in your groups (Good idea exercise)

11:20 – 1:00 Assignment discussion

1:00 – 2:00   Lunch and Prayer Break

2:30 – 5:00   Grantsmanship

5:00 – 5:30 Writing exercise – goals and objectives



First exercise:

1. Introduce yourself to everyone at your table -– your 
name, your home, your job.

2. Discuss for 5 minutes your expectations for this 
workshop.

3. Select your most important expectation.

4. Select a spokesperson for your table to tell us all your 
expectation.

NOTE:  This will be a participatory workshop in two parts and you will 
need to work in small groups and take part in discussions.



Who Are You?

Have you written a grant before?



• GOAL
Participation in this workshop will improve the understanding of the 
grant writing process (DAY #1) and in particular the application 
process for CAS round #2 (DAY #2).

• OBJECTIVES
Participants will have a understanding of:

the elements of a great idea
the importance of fitting the project to the agency goals and 

communication with program officers
the typical components of a proposal
the review process
The grant budget
CAS competitive grants program
Concept notes
Joint proposals and need for Co-PI from UC Davis or WSU

Our expectations for the workshop:



Pre-Test
Program requirement ~ 10 minutes

In your packet



 http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-

prepare-a-grant-funding-timeline.html

 http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/grant-

proposals-or-give-me-the-money/

 http://grants.nih.gov/grants/grants_process.htm

 http://www.niaid.nih.gov/researchfunding/grant/pag

es/aag.aspx

There are many online resources on 
grant writing.

http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-prepare-a-grant-funding-timeline.html
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/grant-proposals-or-give-me-the-money/
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/grants_process.htm
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/researchfunding/grant/pages/aag.aspx


What is a grant?

A grant is a commitment by a sponsor to 
make payments to an organization or an 
individual over a set period of time to 
further the work of one of its 
initiatives. 

The sponsor gives the grantee autonomy 
over management of the funds, but all 
grantees must  agree to follow the 
terms and conditions of the grant…



Why write a grant?
• Research new information
• Personnel support (e.g., graduate 

assistants, etc.)
• Travel funds
• Build reputation as a capable researcher
• Resources (e.g., specialized materials, 

equipment)
• Services (e.g., computing, media production 

support)



Typical Grant Application Timeline

1 2 3



Are you committed?

• What is your level of enthusiasm?

• Are you 100% committed?

• Are you being both realistic and optimistic?

• Can you modify your ideas and approach?

• Are you willing to reach out for assistance?



Topics to cover: 

• Finding Funding
• Partnership
• Solicitations and Guidelines
• The Program Officer
• Grantsmanship
• Proposal Components
• Getting Feedback Pre-Submission
• The Review Process
• Common Pitfalls
• Post-Submission Considerations



What does it take to write a 
successful grant?

• A Great Idea

• Partnership

• Knowing and Understanding
– What to do

– How to do it

– When to do it

– What to do when things don’t go as planned

• Understanding the Review Process



What is a Great Idea?

• Solves a real problem

• Significant— potential to make a difference

• Innovative— novel/imaginative concepts

• Well Timed

• Feasible

• Measurable Outcomes

• Ethical

• An idea others can understand

• Reviewers wish they had come up with it themselves



How to create a good idea?

• Define the problem/need
• Stay current

– Collect and analyze background information

• Talk to colleagues
– Seek constructive criticism

• See what has already been funded
• Be flexible and willing to refine your idea
• Time
• Assess you idea’s potential for success



Ask yourself these questions:

1. Will this idea significantly impact my 
research area, or in the case of this 
program, does my idea significantly impact 
agriculture and food security in Pakistan? 

2. Can I convince others of this?



Assignment During Working Tea Break
Work in groups of three to five people and after the 

break each group will tell us one good idea.

1. What is the problem?

2. Who cares and why?

3. What am I going to do about it?

Rules:

• No more than 10-15 words

• Be prepared to report on your ideas.

Develop a good idea:



WORK WITH YOUR GROUP 
AT YOUR TABLES

TEA BREAK



Discussion

1. What is the problem?

2. Who cares and why?

3. What are you going to do about it?

Rules:

• Quick and brief

• No more than 10-15 words

Select a spokesperson from your table 
and write one good idea on the easel, tape 

it on the wall and stand by your idea..

Then tell us:



Finding Funding: Searching for 
Grant Opportunities

• Identify potential sources
– Internal, local, regional, national, 

international

• Ask Colleagues
• Funding opportunities databases, 

websites
– Targeted search

• Type of Grant: Standard, Equipment, Travel, 
etc.

• Research Topic: Fixed or Flexible



Guidelines

• Sponsor-specific

• Policies procedures for proposal 
development, submission, awards, 
reporting, rules and regulations…

• Other Sponsor materials
– Proposal writing guidance

– Sample proposals

– tutorials



Study the Solicitation
Request for Applications (RFA)

• Print out the solicitation

• Read CAREFULLY

• Highlight specifics

• Use the solicitation as your proposal outline

1st Step

• Program description (to assess fit)

• Award information

• Proposal preparation instructions (AND proposal guidelines)

• Review process

• Timeline for funding decision

Pay 
Attention To

• Note any special requirements

• Ensure Investigator & Institution eligibility

• Make no assumptions

• Plan your proposal months in advance

Tips



The Program Officer:
An Important Ally

• Writes the solicitation
• Ensures receipt of most programmatically relevant 

proposals
– Wants to help

• Can assist with developing my ideas
• Can usually provide feedback on Executive Summary 

to ensure agency fit
– Feedback on Project Aims/Goals

• Assigns proposals for review and finds reviewers
• Send an email first to make an appointment



Some things you need to know 

1. Program’s areas of interest & current 
priorities

2. Does my idea appear to fit?
3. Number of proposals expected
4. Percentage of proposals funded
5. Average size & award duration
6. Am I eligible?
7. Funding only for new areas of research?



Things you need to know 
(continued)

8. Review process & panel guidelines

9. Expected date of award announcements

10.Unstated limits or historical precedents 
for equipment, travel, etc.

11.What’s missing from their current program

12.Common pitfalls

13.Would they welcome a brief synopsis of 
what I am proposing?



Grantsmanship Considerations
Readability

 “…Writing grant applications is like writing 
short stories…

 It takes time, effort and practice to write 
this way. It is really hard work. There is no 
alternative but to make the necessary 
investment because poorly written 
applications are almost preordained to fail.” 

S. Russell



Writing Styles

Academic publications Grant writing

• Scholarly Pursuit

• Work that has been done

• Expository rhetoric

• Explaining to the reader

• Impersonal  tone

• Objective, dispassionate

• Verbosity sometimes 
rewarded

• Specialized terminology

• Insider jargon

• Sponsor Goals

• Work that should be done

• Persuasive rhetoric

• “Selling” to the reader

• Personal tone

• Conveys excitement

• Brevity rewarded

• Accessible language

•Easily understood



More Grant Writing Tips

• Be clear and concise
• Study the Sponsor’s language and tone
• Avoid these words; substitute with ‘expect’ 

instead
– if, try, hope, believe, might, could, may

• Assertive writing style
• Always present problems from a positive 

perspective
• Browse successfully funded proposals



LUNCH 
BREAK
Be back by 2:00PM



Typical Components of a Proposal
1. Title (Cover) Page -Informative, exciting, check instructions

2. Abstract - Accessible language; no jargon

3. Overview (Introduction)

4. Problem Statement

5. Goals & Objectives

6. Approach (Methods / Activities)

7. Evaluation

8. Future Funding

9. Dissemination

10. Facilities & Equipment

11. Budget

12. Appendix



Importance of the Abstract and 
Overview

After the first two pages…

Reviewers should:
– be intrigued and excited

– have a basic understanding of the project 
and why it’s important

– be convinced that this research is a great 
idea

– will just be looking for details to confirm 
that you can do what you say you will do



The Overview (Introduction)

• Make it reviewer-friendly

• How?
– Tell the reviewers something they don’t 

already know

– First sentence must clearly relate to the 
Sponsor’s mission

– Be precise; What is it I want to 
communicate?



Statement of the Problem 

• What is its significance?  The positive 
effect that my research or project is 
likely to have on something that is 
relevant to the Sponsor.

• Is the project based on a real need?

• Does it have a measurable outcome?

• Is the project interesting, reasonable, 
and relevant?



Goals & Objectives

• Goals
– Long-term

– Qualitative terms

– Unquantifiable

• Objectives
– Project-specific

– Specific outcomes proposed

– Measurable



Approach

• Minimize the number of assumptions reviewers 
must make about my project

• Show that I am using a sound approach
– Why that approach?
– Data collection (who & how)
– Training of researchers
– Facilities & equipment
– Research environment and institutional 

commitment
– Risks
– Limitations and alternative methodologies
– Timeline



Writing
Get Feedback Pre-Submission

• Ask ~3 colleagues to provide you with feedback.
• If you hear the same critique from 3+ people, listen 

to it
• If someone doesn’t understand what’s going on in 

your proposal, that’s worth listening to.
• If someone loses interest in your proposal, it’s 

worth finding out where.
• When you show work in progress, people will always 

feel indebted to tell you what’s wrong with it and 
how to fix it. But when you show them a finished 
piece, they’re much more accepting ( The earlier 
you involve them, the better).

• Don’t worry about colleagues stealing your ideas.



BUDGET PREPARATION

Solicitation/sponsor will give guidelines, important to study early
• Budget requirements may be flexible or highly restricted 

o Study any specific budget restrictions. Often very 
specific restrictions on PI salary, equipment and animal 
purchases.

• Budget template most often provided (with additional 
details available via website or supplementary documents) 

• Critical to determine any limitations on direct or indirect 
costs.

• May be cost-share requirements
• Budget justification required



PURPOSE AND IMPORTANCE OF BUDGET

• Budgets reveal whether a proposed project has been 
carefully planned and may ultimately be feasible

• Budgets become an important and useful management 
tool. Initial planning and later changes are most often 
decided through budget discussions 

• Variances (between budget and actual expenses) are 
critical indicators to program managers/donor agencies 
that something isn’t happening as planned.

• Reviewers, especially F&G Management look to see if 
proposed expenditures are “ALLOWABLE, REASONABLE, 
ALLOCABLE” 



BUDGET JUSTIFICATION AND REVIEW

Budget justification is essential although level of detail 
required will vary from sponsor to sponsor.

• Section versus Line-by-Line Justification

• Personnel Justification: typically required to include the 
name, role, and number of person-months devoted to the
project for every person on the project. 

• Equipment: most often required only for equipment above 
certain cost level

• Travel: typically include the destinations, number of 
people traveling/trips and anticipated duration of stay



The Review Process



Types of Reviewers

• Sequential, Skimmers, Random 

• Considering the above, keep in mind
– What do (don’t) my reviewers know?

– How much background do they need?

– What new information do I need to 
provide?

– What items do I need to define/describe?



Reviewers: Marketing your idea

“The key success in grant writing is to 
engender enthusiasm in the reviewer-
who then becomes an advocate for my 
proposal”



A Note on Realities of Pursuing Grant 
Support

• Cannot communicate my enthusiasm 
directly to the review panel; idea 
conveyed in writing

• There are not enough resources to 
support even all of the good applications



Common Reasons for Application Failure

• Lack of a good, original idea
• Weak argument for importance of the 

problem
• Unfocused approach
• Uncertain outcomes
• Lack of sufficient commitment
• Too ambitious or scope too narrow
• Lack of expertise or resources



Post-Submission Considerations

• Proposal Rejected? Plan to Reapply!
– Often projects are not funded with the 

first application

– The proposal should get stronger with each 
application

– Planning and intelligent persistence are key

– Analyze the reviews

– Call the Program Officer
• Be polite; ask for clarification and advice



Proposal Funded?
– Call the Program Office

• Always say Thank You

– Work with the Sponsor and the recipient 
organization for the administration of the 
funds

– Note reporting requirements



Writing Exercise #1: 
Goal/Objectives

1. Reassemble in your previous group.
2. Using your selected idea write a goal 

statement on your easel paper.
3. Then write 2 objectives that, when 

accomplished, will get you closer to 
your goal. Remember, these objectives 
are to be accomplished within your 
proposed project’s timeline.

4. Hold your ideas until exercise #2. 



Goal 
Objective               

Someone define these terms



Writing Exercise #2:
(15 minutes)

Based on your previous writing exercise, 
pick one of your objectives and outline:

– Your planned approach for that specific 
objective

– The outcomes you expect from those 
activities

– Any anticipated problems and alternative 
strategies

– Come up to your easel paper and explain



Discussion

Goals and Objectives



We will start at 
9AM tomorrow 
morning on the 
Round #2 RFA



DAY #2

9:00 – 9:20 Review 

9:20 - 11:00 Round #2 – CAS Request for Applications (RFA)

11:00 – 11:20 Tea Break

11:20 – 12:20 RFA continued

12:20 – 12:45 Post Test, Workshop Evaluation, Certificates



IDEA

Decision

Submit

Write Full 
Proposal

Contact 
Program 
Officer

Write Plan

Source of 
Funding

Proposal 
Development 

Process

PROJECT

OUTCOMES 
AND

ASSESSMENT

REVIEW



Request for Applications (RFA)

U.S. Pakistan Center for 
Advanced Studies in Agriculture 
& Food Security (USPCAS-AFS) 

USAID
Grant Program #2
Call for Proposals



REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS (RFA)

The U.S. Pakistan Center for Advanced Studies in Agriculture & 

Food Security (USPCAS-AFS) invites interested experts to 

submit proposals for solution-driven research.  

The University of Agriculture at Faisalabad (UAF) and the 

University of California, Davis (UC Davis), have joined together 

to call for research in ten priority areas and on critical policy 

topics. 

These topics address critical challenges for food security and 

agriculture in Pakistan



1. Vaccine development for Foot and Mouth Disease

2. Seed productivity and technology for fodders, vegetables, chickpea, and 

soybean

3. Development of stress-tolerant germ-plasm for wheat and cotton

4. Heat tolerant livestock/poultry genetics

5. Pest management strategies for fruit flies, ticks, and pink boll worm

6. Control of tree dieback 

7. Ensuring and improving the health and nutritional value of food

8. Mechanization of farm operations (land development to post-harvest) including 

technological adaptation to the Pakistan farm setting

9. Increasing viability of small milk and horticulture producers through 

institutional innovations and market integration

10. Use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the transfer of 

agricultural and food systems knowledge and technology. 

ONLY THESE TOPICS WILL BE FUNDED.



Addition – Policy Papers:

Policy papers are sought in a number of areas including:  irrigation 
water pricing; marketing margins; livestock nutrition; regulatory 
regime in agriculture (seed certification and registration, biosafety, 
SPS compliance); and blending of flour for improving nutrition. 

------------------------------------

You will need to show which of the  
topic areas your project will address.

Applications on other subjects 
will not be accepted.



REVIEWER COMMENTS ON ROUND ONE OF 

USPCAS FSA PROPOSALS

1. Objectives too broad—overambitious, not realistic

2. Lack of technical focus on the objectives

3. Weak technical approach

4. Over extensive lit reviews – sometimes not on objectives

5. Long on lit review—short on methodology

6. No analysis of the lit review leading to next steps

7. Not demand driven—will it lead to something for 

farmers?

8. Roles of collaborators poorly defined

9. Components mixed and jumbled together

10.Budgets not justifiable



The application process has two stages:

STEP 1:  Submission of a CONCEPT NOTE: 

1. Concept notes will be reviewed by a USPCAS-AFS Committee at UAF, 

including representatives from UC Davis, WSU, and at least three 

professional experts from other institutions.

2. Thirty (30) concept notes will be selected for development of joint 

proposals with UC Davis or WSU researchers. 

3. USPCAS-AFS at UC Davis will facilitate matching of the Pakistani PI with 

a collaborator at UC Davis or WSU, who will become Co-PIs in the 

preparation of a joint proposal.

4. Some limited number of additional concept notes may be considered for 

exclusive funding at UAF especially in the area of agriculture policy.   



Deadline for submission of concept notes will be 25 April, 2016.

For further information please follow the link to 
http://uspcasafe.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.aspx

Grant Writing Workshops will be held on 4&5 and 6&7 April 2016 at 
University of Agriculture Faisalabad. Please follow the link to 
www.nametobeprovided.uaf.edu for further details, including the 
process of nominations for participation.

http://uspcasafe.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.aspx


REVIEW PROCESS FOR CONCEPT NOTES

An independent expert committee will be convened to review concept notes 
giving special attention to:

1. How well the concept note addresses the stated research 
priorities.
2. How the research contributes to the development or delivery of 
solutions.
3. Technical merit
4. Potential of the project to succeed within the time limit of the 
proposed work. 

Thirty (30) concept notes will be selected for subsequent identification of 
co-PIs from UC Davis or Washington State University (WSU). CO-PIs will 
then work together to prepare a joint proposal

(NOTE:  Do not submit a full proposal unless and until you have been 
selected to proceed.)



STEP 2: Submission of a JOINT PROPOSAL: 

(NOTE: DO NOT SUBMIT A JOINT PROPOSAL UNTIL 
AFTER YOU HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO PROCEED.)

a. Co-PIs identified by USPCAS-ASF will work together 
to prepare a joint proposal according to the guidelines 
and formats provided below.

b. Joint proposals must be submitted on-line at 
http://uspcasafe.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.aspx by 27 June 
2016. 

c. Joint proposals will be analyzed by the USPCAS-AFS 
appointed independent committee and fifteen (15) to 
eighteen (18) of those proposals will be selected for 
full funding.

d. Research projects may be from six months to three 
years, as appropriate to the proposed research.



REVIEW PROCESS FOR JOINT PROPOSALS

The independent committee will be convened to review joint proposals 
giving special attention to:

1. How well the proposal addresses the stated research priorities.
2. How the research contributes to the development or delivery of 

solutions.
3. Technical merit.
4. Potential of the project to succeed within the time limit of the 

proposed work. 
5. The accompanying evaluation plan, which should be appropriate to the 

objectives and nature of the project
6. The accompanying budget, which must be realistic and appropriate to 

the activities of the project. (2 budgets must be included – UAF + 
UCD or WSU)

Fifteen (15) to eighteen (18) of those proposals will be selected for full 
funding.



This is a two step grant 
application process.

STEP 1:

Concept Note
http://uspcasafe.uaf.edu.

pk/Grants.aspx



USPCAS-AFS: Research Grants
How to Apply  

http://uspcasafs.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.aspx

Create 
Account/Profile

Prepare and Submit 
Concept Note

Check Status Online: 
Concept Paper 

Approved

Collaborator 
Identified by 

USPCAS-AFS, UCD

Prepare and Submit 
Joint Proposal 

Approved for 
Funding

http://uspcasafs.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.aspx




In order to apply for the Research Grants, user must create an account by 

clicking “Signup Here”

*Note: There is no need to have multiple accounts 

if you are applying for multiple grants. 

Already registered users click “Login Here” to access their account 









1

2

3

4

5









TEA BREAK



STEP 2:

Joint Proposal 

Requires a Co-PI 

from UC Davis or WSU



http://uspcasafe.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.
aspx

http://uspcasafe.uaf.edu.pk/Grants.aspx


HEC BUDGET

S.NO OBJECT

91-20 Other Benefit – PI (Honorarium)  

91-20

Other Benefit – Co-PI 

(Honorarium)  (2)

91 Establishment 

92-10 TA/DA to Officers/Staff 

92-12 Conveyance Charges 

92-13 Running Cost of Vehicles 

92-14 Transportation of Goods 

92-19 Hiring charges of vehicle 

92-1 Transportation 

92-20 Postage & Telegram 

92-21 

Telephone & Trunk Calls, E-mail 

& Internet 

92-2 Communication 

92-30 Utilities 

92-31 Stationary 

92-32 Printing & Publication 

92-34 

Rent of Land/Machinery/Office 

Building 

92-36 Consumable Stores 

92-37 Other Miscellaneous 

92-3 Utilities/Office Supp./Rent 

92-40 

Office Building (Animal Sheds 

etc.) 

92-42 

Research Equipment and 

Machinery 

92-43 Computer & Office Equipment 

92-44 Furniture & Fixture 

92-45 Vehicles 

92-4 Repair & Maintenance 

92-52 Consultancy Services 

92-54 Payment to Other Agencies 

92-55 Other Services (DPL) 

92-5 Other Services 

92-60 Publicity and Advertisement 

92-63 Seminar/workshop 

92-64 Foreign Delegation 

92-65 Delegation Abroad 

92-66 Fellowship/Stipend 

92-6 Other Charges 

92 OPERATING EXPENSES 

93-12 

Research Equipment & 

Machinery 

93-13 Computer & Office Equipment 

93-14 Furniture & Fixture 

93-16 Livestock etc. 

93-17 Books 

93-19 Other Assets 

93-1 Fixed Assets 

93 CAPITAL EXPENSES 

TOTAL 

BUDGET 
USPCAS
ROUND 1
- Used HEC 

standard 
template

- Little evidence of 
thoughtful 
budgeting

- No justification 
was provided

- Many expenses 
were listed that 
are typically not 
allowed



CLIMATE CHANGE

S.NO OBJECT

91-20 Other Benefit – PI (Honorarium)  390,000              

91-20 Other Benefit – Co-PI 
(Honorarium)  (2) 260,000              

91 Establishment 650,000              

92-10 TA/DA to Officers/Staff 100,000              

92-12 Conveyance Charges 80,000                

92-1 Transportation 180,000              

92-20 Postage & Telegram 20,000                

92-21 Telephone & Trunk Calls, E-mail & Internet 20,000                

92-2 Communication 40,000                

92-30 Utilities 20,000                

92-31 Stationary 40,000                

92-32 Printing & Publication 70,000                

92-36 Consumable Stores 90,000                

92-3 Utilities/Office Supp./Rent 220,000.00        

92-42 Research Equipment and Machinery 10,000                

92-43 Computer & Office Equipment 10,000                

92-4 Repair & Maintenance 20,000                

92-52 Consultancy Services 100,000              

92-55 Other Services (DPL) 160,000              

92-5 Other Services 260,000              

92 OPERATING EXPENSES          720,000.00 

93-12 Research Equipment & Machinery 1,000,000          

93-13 Computer & Office Equipment 100,000              

93-1 Fixed Assets 1,100,000          

93 CAPITAL EXPENSES       1,100,000.00 

TOTAL 2,470,000.00    

Example:
Consultancy Services:  Survey Specialists LLC will be 
hired to design and administer survey (including 
training of enumerators) at estimated cost of 100,000 
Rupees.

BUDGET JUSTIFICATION

Example:
Research Equipment & Machinery: Electron 
microscope for analysis of field samples, will replace 
existing 10-year old electron microscope.

Example:
Conveyance Charges:  Rental of vehicle for 10 days for 
soil samples collection.



ITEM
PERSONNEL

PERSONNEL -Subtotal:
EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT -Subtotal:
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS/CONSUMABLES

SUPPLIES & MATERIALS -Subtotal:
SERVICES

SERVICES -Subtotal:
TRAVEL

TRAVEL -Subtotal:
OTHER DIRECT COSTS

OTHER DIRECT -Subtotal:
INDIRECT COSTS

INDIRECT COSTS -Subtotal:

TOTAL:

BUDGET 
USPCAS
ROUND 2

• Simplified Template 
requiring more 
thoughtfulness

• Budget Justification 
will be required

• Two budgets 
required for Pakistan 
and US

• Further guidelines in 
development and will 
be made available



Remember, all costs must be 

•REASONABLE, ALLOWABLE, and ALLOCABLE: 

Allowable refers to costs that may be charged to a grant or contract. 

Allocable refers to costs and items that can be clearly assigned 

Reasonable refers to expenditures a prudent manager would accept



EVALUATION PLAN 

A Monitoring & Evaluation plan appropriate to the project is required. 

The purpose of the M&E Plan is to provide objective measures for:

• Evaluating progress in the course of the research project

To justify advancing the project

• Evaluating achievements at the end of the research project

To determine overall success of the project.

Keep it simple and make it useful for both the sponsor and the grantee:

• Guide the PI in design and management of the project

• Hold the PI accountable for the money provided

• Provide data for USPCAS to evaluate the effectiveness of applied research 

component  



SIMPLE AND APPROPRIATE EVALUATION PLAN 

Simple. Clear. Maximum Two Pages – Preferably One Page. Expect to use as input or attach with 

quarterly financial report. Small research grants are not the place for elaborate M&E plans.

For most research projects, particularly experimentally-based or laboratory-centered research projects, 

the M&E Plan should have:

• Clearly defined milestones (Note: Milestones are NOT a list of tasks to be completed; they are 

objectives to be achieved on a timeline.) 

• Clearly identified deliverables (Deliverables are the things you expect and promise to deliver 

Deliverables are tangible and discrete – something you could give to a third party, to show you'd completed 

the work. Example: Patents and Publications)

For more action-oriented research, the M&E plan should include:

• Simple logical framework (Inputs → Outputs→ Outcomes → Impact)

• One or two SMART indicators for each component/intervention by which progress will be 

monitored and final outcomes evaluated. 



What are you taking away from 
this workshop?

• Work in groups

• Make a short list of what you are taking 
away from this workshop.

• Assign a spokesperson and tell us one of 
your ‘takeaway’ ideas.

• POST TEST AND WORKSHOP 
EVALUATION



 Post-Test (10 minutes – In your packet)

Workshop Evaluation (10 minutes)



Certificates

Thank you for taking part in 
the workshop.  

Best wishes with your 
important work.


